
Interview duration: 30 mins up to 1 hour

Allow for a few minutes per question

Script

● Interviewer/interviewee introductions

● Interview

● Wrap up

Interviewer: “Hi ____! Thanks for meeting with us, I’m _______ and I am part of a research team

working with Glavel to improve Glavel’s website. Are you still available for (amount of time) today?”

Read disclaimer statement and request to record

Disclaimer: “Before we get started, I want to ask if it's okay to record this meeting/phone call? This will

help us to go back and be able to review any useful insights we come across.”

Start recording

Interviewer: “Nothing will be directly attributed to you. Only the insights from our research will be

shared. Do you have any questions before we get started?”

Interviewer: “Okay, let’s get started. Feel free to interrupt me if you have any questions”

1. Using Glavel, what types of projects do you do?

a. For projects using Glavel, what is your general budget?

b. What roles/jobs in your life made you interested in Glavel’s product?

2. Why did you choose Glavel instead of other insulation methods?

3. How did you purchase Glavel?

4. Could you walk me through what it was like to purchase products from Glavel? What was that

like from beginning to end?

a. Which page did you click on next after downloading the spec-sheet?

b. What page or moment did you want to go through with your purchase with Glavel?

5. Did you have any difficulties with purchasing or communicating with Glavel?

a. What was it like to communicate with the people at Glavel?

6. How would you feel about purchasing Glavel’s product again?

a. Would you recommend Glavel to a friend?

7. If you were to purchase Glavel’s product again, how would you do it?

a. What is a feature that you wish Glavel has to make the process easier?

8. What helped inform you about Glavel’s product?

a. Have you looked at other aggregates sites before Glavel?

b. Did you use any of the resources provided by Glavel? If so, did you find them useful?

c. Have you seen any content on Glavel’s website?



d. Did you read any guides on Glavel’s website? If so, which one?

e. Have you seen any Glavel case studies?

9. Did you receive any guides from Glavel, and if so, when?

10. Do you remember having any problems finding information about Glavel’s product? If so, what

were they? If so, what would you change about receiving information from Glavel?

11. Do you remember using Glavel’s website? If so, what was your experience like? Was it easy to

use?

a. On a scale of 1-5, how easy was it to purchase Glavel’s product? Why did you choose that

number?

12. How/where did you hear about foam glass gravel? What about Glavel?

13. What stands out to you about your experience with Glavel?

14. What would improve your experience with Glavel?

15. How did you go about speaking to Glavel? What was it like?

a. Do you find it easy and simple to communicate with Glavel?

16. Did Glavel’s product solve any problems for you? Which ones?

17. How do you feel about Glavel's products compared to similar products? Why did you choose

Glavel?

a. Do you know of similar products to Glavel?

18. How important is environmental consciousness when it comes to your building projects?

a. How do you feel about sustainability?

19. What social media channels do you use?

a. Which platform is your “go to” for updates on aggregates?

b. Did you subscribe to Glavel’s newsletter?

20. What platform do you use to stay up to date on building materials?

21. What do you think Glavel stands for as a company?

a. How important is it to you that the company you buy your product from is an advocate

for social justice?

b. How can we make Glavel stand out from other aggregates?

22. Is there a question I didn't ask you today that you would like to discuss? Is there anything else

you would like to discuss?

Interviewer: “Is there anyone else you think could be helpful for us to speak to? Could you pass along

their info? Thank you so much for your responses and your time today. Do you have any questions

before we end?”


